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I. Introduction
Let M be a compact, connected differentiable ^-manifold of class C°°, with 
n '> l .  According to M. Morse [2 ]  there is a non-degenerate function f  on M  
such that /  has just one critical point of index O and just one critical point of 
index n, which is termed the polar function. The similar way to the proof of 
the existence of canonical functions proves that we can modify a polar function 
/  so that it satisfies the following properties (see [3 ] )  :
a ) /  is a polar function,
b) if P j ( y = l ,  ••• ,fii) are all critical points of index /, 
then
V i = f ( P D  =  -  i =
c )
then
V o < V l<  '" < V n -
F or an arbitrary real number let Vc= {P  ^ , V!,= [ P e M l f ( P ) ^ c ) .
Introduce a Riemannian metric on M, ane denote by L j the set of all ortho-/-arcs 
which are stretched to P j ,  and denote by L5(c) the set of all points P  on L j'^ P j 
at which c ^ . / ( P )  ^ / ( P j ) .  Then Lj (o') is diffeomorphic with an f  dimensional 
ball in a euclidean space R k
B y a regular cell in M  we mean the image of the open unit ball under a 
regular imbedding map of its closure into M.
Suppose that IJ is an arbitrary regular cell such that dLiQc)Cl U and L j(c) 
is transversal to dU, Let rc/ be a C'^-map of M into  itself such that r j/is  regular 
1—1 in M - U  and point in M. Iffo re v e ry  Lj(c:) ( j = l ,  ,n  \ /= I ,- * - ,
[_n/2ij) TuLjCc') is contained in a regular cell, we can show that Vc is contained 
in a regular cell. Similarly we can show that V!. is also contained in a regular 
cell. Hence M is a sum of two cells and thus M is a sphere. (Theorem I). We 
see that if TTi(M^)=O then TuL](e) is contained in a regular cell. F ur­
thermore, when n =  5y we can show that if TTg(MO =O for every Lj (e) and U then 
there is a cell containing zuL](e), thus we conclude that if 7Ti(M0=0 and 
7T2(MO=0, then M  ^ is homeomorphic to a sphere ( T h e o r e m  3).
* Deceasea Nov. 11, 1960,
2. The sets L ]  and Z/j(c)
Let /  be a canonical polar function as in § I. We choose in a neighborhood 
U (P j ) of P ]  a system of coordinates Xi, , Xn so that /  is represented in UCPj) as
f = a - x \ ~ ------••• + 4 .
By the level manifold of /  we mean the set of all points P  at which / ( P )  =  C, 
where c is an arbitrary real number. Riemann metric into M  which is represented
in every U (P j) as dxi. Then the trajectories orthogonal to the level
k=i
manifolds of /  are well defined in M—Z IP}. These trajectories are called ortho- 
f-arcs on M, The differential equations defining them in U (P ]) are
where ^ k = - I  for I and for Hence the solution of these
equations is
Xk =  Ck exp Skt.
We suppose that the direction of every ortho-/-arc coincides with that of increasing 
o f / .
If we put Q+i= ••• =Cn=9  and make f-> + o o , we have x-^ 0 . Therefore, by 
putting Ci+i= ••• =Cn=O and by considering that are variables, we get
all ortho-/-arcs stretched into the critical point P j .  Therefore the set Lj of all 
points which are in U (P })  and on the ortho-/-arcs stretched into the critical 
point P j is an /-dinensional space:
L j =  {x\xi+i =  ••• = Xn =  0, 0} ,
and the set of points P  on L j^ P j  at which c ^ f ( P ) ^ f ( P j )  is written as
LK c) =  =  0 ,  C ^ f ( X )  < f ( P ] ) ]  .
3. Uhe transform ation rt/,s and the varieties zuL (c),
By a regular cell in M  we mean the image of the open unit ball B\ under 
a regular imbedding of +8 into M (^ > 0 ). Denote by Yc, the subset of points 
P at which c ^ f ( P ) ^ c \  Then we have
L em m a  I . Assume that all critical points in Vc^ c' are o f  index i and that 
5  L] (c) ^  Vc is contained in a regular cell. Then Ve^  is also contained in a regular 
celL
Proof, For simplicity we assume that / (P j)= O , c = —e and c = e. Then, in 
terms of a certain coordinates j  in a neighborhood U (P ]) of P j , /  is written as
/ =  - x l -  ••• -;rf+A;f+i+ + 4 ,
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Hence in C/(P|) we have
y±s = [x\-x\— —arl+xf+i+ ••• +x%-^ ±e} , 
L K -® ) = {x\xi i^ -  -  =Xn = (^ , ^  f(X) < 0 }  .
Let (fiCr) be a function of one variable r  such that
V(X) =  S + ^  for
=  r  for r +  ^ ,
0 < ^ < l ,
dr —
where ^ > 0  is sufficiently small in comparison with e > 0 .  Consider the set F_s,s 
defined as follow s:
F _ s,8o ( M - S  f /(P }))  == F _ , r . ( M - S  t / ( P } ) )  ,
F - S , ( P j )  =  ••• -  + 4 ^ - 2 }  .
Then d V - 2,8 f]U (P'j) is represented as
( 1 )  - ^ ( a:?+ ••• + 4+ 1+  ••• + 4 =
and we have V-^,8 Cl F. As we have already seen, the ortho-/-arc passing through 
a given point Q on dVsOUCPj') is given by
( 2 )  Xk =  aue^k ,^  ^ =  I,
where x(Q ')=a, Hence the intersection of the ortho-/-arc with 6>F_s^sn is
obtained by solving the equations (I) and (2). From (I) and (2) we have
( 3 )  -(PCCaH  -  +«?)^-^0 + («f+i+ -  + a l) e ^ ^ = - e .
Put
g ( t )  =  - ( fC C ^ i+  +^ f)^ “ ^0 +  (4 + i+  ••• + al)e^ ^ .
The we have
^(O) -(pC^l+ ••• + « ? )+ 4 + i+  ••• +Cil 
^ - a i -  ••• - a H a h i +  + 4  =  s .
If ^ < 0  is sufficiently small we have
gCO =  - C a l +  -  +^!)^-^^ +  (4 + i+  -  +aDe^*
^  Cahi+  ••• +al)e^^<Ce .
Since the equation (3) has the unique solution t =  tCa')<CO. Therefore,
for a given Q€o>Fs fl S  UCPj) the intersection of (I )  and (2) is a unique point 
which we denote by Q, Furthermore, for Q € 6>Fs —S  t/(P5) the ortho-/-are pas­
sing through Q intersects with O V s  at a unique point which we denote by Q. 
Now we have a correspondence d V s ^  V given by Q-^Q. This is regular 1—1.
Let fCQ be the ortho-/-arc connecting two points Q and Q, and let dCQ, QO 
denote the length of icq between Q and Q'CQ' f^^ Q *^
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Take a C~-function 0 ( r )  such that
(p(f) = O <  r  <  1—3' ,
1 —  0
= 1 for r  ^  I ,
^ ^ ^ 0 .  f o r r ^ O .
Define a C-transform ation ’ Q' Q" as follow s:
a^ ' =  identity for M — (F s — F - s ,s )  ,
^ ^ d i g . S i  
d(Q, Q) d(Q, 0 )
From the definition of <p and (I)  we see that the point V - 2 8^ r\U(Pj') always 
satisfy
^!.-1+ -
or
••• + x l  =  - X -  ••• -x^i +  e.
On the other hand, since S  L j(—e ) F_s is contained in a regular cell U, we have
J
F_s,s Cl U for sufficiently small  ^>  O .
Furthermore, since Iim </8'Fs/2 =  F_s s , if is sufficiently small we haveS^->o ’
a^'Vz/2 C lU  and hence Thus the lemma is proved.
L em m a  2. Suppose that y}i-i<Cc<irji and Vc is contained in a regular cell. Then 
we can choose a regular cell U such that VcCZU and is transversal to dU,
Proof, Let /  be a regular imbedding map of (^ > 0) into M  such that 
fB \ = U , Let [WIl) be two sufficiently fine open coverings of d B l such that
WfiZJWIl, Considerall sets TF/x such that J2 Lj(c') is transversal to 6*t/ in f W ^ ;  
we arrange these in a sequence W{y W i , y Wi ,  We shall say that a map 
f '  is an approximation of ( / ,  C) if the following is satisfied:
For any u € Wn
p , k  =  I , - -  , n ,
< C
where C/i, •••,/«), ( f { ,  , / » )  are representations of / ,  f '  in term s of local coor­
dinates Xi, ,x „ in  M. Let f '  be an approximation of ( / ,  TFv+i, C). Put g (x i, ■■■, 
x „)= l/'~ \ x)j^ . Then, from |«P=m|+ + «1= 1  and x = f ' { u ) ,  we have
( 4 )  gix-,, ••• ,a:„) =  I .
The tangent space of (4) at x = a  is
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Now we choose a system of local coordinates x so that Lj (c) is represented as 
Xi+i^ -"=X n=^-  If L j(c) is not transversal in /'(FTv+i) to the submanifold defined 
by (4), there is a point x = a = { a i y ,ai,  0 , - - - , 0 )  such that ^ (a )= 0  and the 
tangent space of Lj (c) at a is contained in that of (4) at a, Sinc the tangent 
space of L j(c) at a contains i vectors (^, 0, ••• ,0 ) ,  (0, 0, •••, 0), •••, (0, •••, 0,
••• ,0 )  for an arbitrary real number a, we have
 ^ ,a,-, 0, ••• ,0) ,
( 1 ^ )  ( « - « . • ) - S  ( I f )  j  =
\ O X  p! X^a i>^q\dXpJx=^a
Since a  is a variable, it follows that
^(«1, •••,«;, 0, ••• ,0 )  = I ,
( 5 )  ( « x , 0 , - , 0 )  = 0 ,
Obviously for a given C > 0  there is an approximation f '  of ( / ,  T^v+i, C) for 
which the equations (5) have not solution. Let >^ (^ ) be a C -function  which takes 
I on and O on Put
and take a map F  such that
F = ^ r  on I r ,
=  /  on
For a given C '> 0  we choose d so that F  approximates ( / ,  ^i+s,CO- If C' is 
sufficiently small it holds that F  is regular imbedding of into M  and S L j ( c )
V   ^
is transversal to F(^dBl) in F {  U Wl,) and further F{B l)Z :)V c. Hence S L j ( c )
V+l
is transversal to F (d B i,^ (. U W 10), By repreating this process we have the re- 
quired result.
T h e o r e m  L Let U  he a regular cell such that Yl^L](ic)ClU and 2 ]L j(c )  is
j j
is transversal to dU. Let zu he a C -map o f M  into itself such that zv is a diffeo- 
morphism on M - U  and Tu(U) is a point. Assume that every tuL j (c), is
contained in a regular cell. Then M  is a sphere.
Proof, Suppose that and that is contained in
a regular cell U, Then by lemma 2 we may suppose that S  LK^^/-i) is transversal
k
to dU, Let /  be a regular imbedding oi B 2 into M  such as f B = U ,  Take a 
C"-function <p(r) such that
(p(r) =  d for O ^  r ^  I ,
=  1 f o r r ^ 3 / 2 ,
^ ^ ^ 0  for 0 ^ r ^ 3 / 2 ,
and define a C -transformation Tg on B 2 by
T^ u =  (pilul^u .
Define a map ts of M  into itself as follows:
U =  A s / " '  on ,
= I on M -A B ^ s/2) .
Then we see that rs ( ^ > 0 )  are C°^-transformations on M, Put Tq = t u , then 
Tu is a diffeomorphism on M -U  and tuU is a point. By the hypothesis there
is a regular cell U' which contains Llici-x)"^ U') =
k k
Since Iimrs=-Tt/, if ^ > 0  is sufficiently small we have
k 8-^ 0
r s (S L K Q -i )^ F .._ ,)c z  t / ' ,
and so
Hence, by lemma I, Vc^  is contained in a regular cell. Obviously is a regular 
cell and so induction proves that is contained in a regular cell.
Now consider the function —f (P )  instead of / ( P ) .  Then it is obvious that 
are the critical points of - / ( P )  with index i, Hence, putting P^~^=P'^j 
and -7^n-i =  Vi> we see that - / ( P ' j “ 0 = ^ j  and Vo<,Vi<i <,Vn- Hence —f (P )  
is also a canonical polar function on M, Furthermore, putting —C n -i-i= ci-i, we 
have
^  {PI - / ( P )  ^  C'-C./2D-i} e  {PI - / ( P )  ^  C^ C./2d} .
Therefore is also contained in a regular cell. Thus M  is the sum of two
cells. Thus M  is the sum of two cells, and according to [ I ]  it is homeomorphic 
with a sphere.
By a singular ^-sphere in M  we shall mean the image under a C^-map of 
into M, where 5  ^ is the unit ^-sphere in
T h e o r e m  2. I f  any singular k-sphere (k ^ {n /2 'Y ) in M  is contained in a cell 
then M  is a sphere.
Proof, We can modify the canonical polar function /  so that / ( P j ) < / ( P * '^ 0  
for i = l ,  •••, ni, k = l ,  •••, ni^i, and / ( P j ) < / ( P j 4-i) for y = l ,  •••, n — l. We arrange 
/ ( P j )  in the sequence Ci<C 2 <  •••, and we put P ] =  P^, L){c')=L^{c') i f / ( P j )  =  G - 
Suppose that CM-i<<^M<C/x<Ccja4-i<Cia+i and is contained in a cell. Then there  
are two cells U\ U" and real number c(yjis.-i<C.c<ic '^) such that Vci^czU', t J 'd U "  
and OL^ i(C) d l l ' .  Let (p he 3. homeomorphism of U" onto B\, Then we have
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(p d L f ,{c )  C l (pU ' CZ (p V ' e  B I ,
so that there is (^ < 1 )  which contains (pU', Denote by (0, (pdL {^_c)') the set 
of all points which are on segments connecting the origin O to points of (pdLi^ic), 
This is a cone in B, and is a continuous image of a ball whose dimension is 
equal to dim  Hence is a simgular sphere in M.
Define a transformation on B\ as follow s:
( 6 )
^ - 1
\ r - l  
= du
for r  ^ \ u \ ^ l , 
for r ,
is not a transformation in BI,  but it is a continuous map of B i  onto itself. 
From  L^(c^j.')czLfj.Cc) and Vc^^ClU', we have
Since =  identity on dBi, it follows that ^ =  identity on dU", Hence we 
may consider that (^4=0) is a transformation on M  and that (p~^ oL^ (p is a
continuous map of M  into itself. Now we see
=  (p~'^ oLQ(pLts.{c) q>~^ a^ (pU 
CZ (p~^oLQ(pLi,<ic) (p-^a^Br 
=  (p-^a^(pLi,{c) ^  (p~\0) ,
and
so that
( 7 )
(p-^a (^piLi,Qc) ^  (p~\Oy (pdLf.Cc))')
-  <p-^ao<pL^(c)^<p-^a,(0, dL^(c))
=  <p-^ ao<pL^ ,{c) ^  (p~KO) ,
^  V c J  e  (p-^a,<piL,{c) ^  ^-^(0, <pdL,(c))) .
By the hypothesis, if dim (c^) ^ Hl
L2 J ’
the singular sphere (p~^ oiQ<p(L^ Cc)
(p~ (^0, (pdLfJiCc))) is contained in a cell. Hence it follows from (6) and (7) that 
if ^ > 0  is sufficiently small <p~^ (^ 8(p(Lfx(Cfx)^  Vc^ j) is contained in in a cell and so 
L^(Cia)'^Fc^, is in a cell. Therefore, by Lemma I, is in a cell. Clearly Vc^  
is in a cell, and hence induction proves that is in a cell, where Pv is the
critical point of index nL2 J
IL
1 2  J + 1. If we consider —/
and Fv+i is that of index 
instead of / ,  the same way as in the proof of Theorem I proves that V'c^  =  
{PI/ ( P ) is also in a cell. Thus M  is the sum of two cells, and consequently 
M is a sphere.
4. Diffeoraorphical deformations 
Let No be a closed C""-submanifold of M, and let N '= N qX I  be the product of
No and I, where I  denote the closed interval [0 ,1]. N' is a C°^-manifold. Let /  
be a C°°-map of N' into M  such that each is a regular 1-1 map of N q into M  
and N q=^ o^(No), where we put ^t(P) =f(Py 0  for P^No and t^ L  Then Ni=^i(No) 
is a C"-submanifold in M, In this section we say that the set of maps 
forms a diffeomorphical deformation of No onto Ni, We say also that <j>t is a 
diffeomorphical deformation of No to the points (a«=1, ••• , ^) if each ( 0 < / < l )  
is a regular 1-1 and 12 Pij- =  ^ i(No) is a finite sum of points.
L e m m a  3. I f  is a dijfeomorphical deformation o f No to Ni, then there is a 
C -transformation on M  which maps No onto Ni,
Proof, To prove this lemma it is sufficient to show that there is a C"-trans- 
formation which maps Na onto Nb when b—a ^ O  is sufficiently small.
Choose two coverings {Wi) and [Ui) of Na^Nb and a system  of local coordi­
nates in a neighborhood of Ui so that W id U i  and Na is represented as 
Xp^ i-= =Xn=O, Then Nb is written as
4  =  M =  p+1,---  , n ,
, X p , b ) ( b ^ a ) .
We suppose that
Wi =  U 'I <  1} and U,- =  {x'’ l \ x ^ < 2 }  .
Take a C“-function (pCxO such that 4>(x^)=0 for and = 1  for \x‘ \'^2.
Put
( 8 )  y l =  xl,b)4><ix '^), H = I , - - , n .
Then we see that if 1/^1 are sufficiently small then the map defined by (8) is a 
C~-transformation on which is the identity on dU^. Denote it by and 
extend it over M  by setting Ti=identity for M~Uj_. Then we have
= Na in Tfi.
Clearly TiNa is represented as
xf. =  / I  ( x { , ---,Xi;  b), for p. =  p + \, -■- , n
where
f l { x { , -■ , 4 ;  6) -» 0  (b-> a )  
and f l ixi , ---,xi , - ,  i )  =  O for (x ’i ,---, x^) e .
Let Ta be a map represented by
tox I i=  I , --- ,P 
= x l + f l i x \ , -■■ , xl ,  b)(p(x), for fi =  p + 1 , - -  , n .
Then Zz is a C”-transformation such as
Z M  =  Na in Wz.
By applying the above process for Wi, Wz,---, Wm,  we have
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-^ mNb =  Na .
Thus the lemma is proved.
5. Regular sphares in M.
Lemma 4. Suppose that Kk(M)=O and 2 -^h l < n .  Then fo r given regular spheres 
there is a diffeomorphical deformation o f to the sum o f points.
Proof, We shall divide the proof into the following three parts,
a) Let (p be the regular 1-1 map of onto , and tt be the projection
of onto by the radii of F o ra n  arbitrary point P  in
we define <pP to be (pnP, Then it follows from the hypothesis that there is a 
continuous extension of q> over We denote it by the same notation cp,
W e choose two coverings {t / ,} ,  {U'i) (^  = I , of  ^ \ / 4  such that UiZDU'i, 
^U iC Z B ^ '^\/2 and each cpUi is contained in neighborhood for which a system of
local coordinates is defined. Let u\^ ------h^^f+i=l and t{P) be the distance between
P  and the origin. Then we can take Ui(nP), ••• ,Uki^P), t(P) as coordinates of P 
in Ui, Let Xi-- Xn be a system of coordinates in a neighborhood of cpUi, Then 
(p is written in t/i as
Xj =^fj(Uj), U -  (ui,-' ,Uk)\ j =  I r "  ,n.
Let fjCuyt)  be a C“-functions which approximates ( / ,  Ui, O  where C > 0  is suf­
ficiently small. Let ^(u,t)  be a C"°-function which takes I on i and O on 
U i-U {\  where Ui Zd U {', Put
/ r  = / i  + ^ ( / j - / y )
and define cp' as
-  f "  on Ui 
=  CP onB \ ^ ^ -U i.
where f "  is the map defined by
Xj =f'/(u,  O .
Then <p^ is a C°"-map i n U i  and (p^  =  (p on B{-^^—Ui, Applying the above process 
to <p^ , U2 and U 2 instead oi (p, Ui and t / i ,  we have <p‘^ such that is a C^ ’-map 
in U [ ^ U ^  and (p^=(p on t/2). By repeating these, we have (p^ , •••,
is a C -m ap  of into M  such that cp^  =  (p in B^ '^ i^/2 1^ , Thus the map (p 
of ^^"‘“^ /2 , 1 is extended to a C"-map of Bi'^  ^ into M. The extended map will be 
denoted by the same notation (p, It is written in U as
Xj =  gj(u, O
where gj are C -functions of u, t. We remark that is regular 1-1 on every 
( 1 / 2 ^ I)  (see the construction of (p )^, We write simply <p instead
of (p^ ,
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b) Consider the equations
 ^(-^ l f ) ■^k — l f Xp) _  Q
d(ui,  •••, Uk—\, Uk)
i p  =  I , 2 , ••• , n - k - V V )  .
Since ^—  ^+ ! > ^ + 1  it follows that the number of the the equations is greater 
than that of the unknowns. Hence, for an arbitrary C > 0 ,  we can take 
so that ^ j K c  and there is satisfying
^ ( ^ 1 ? i S  k—l j  S P q)  Q
d(ui,  ••• ,Uk~i, Uk)
Let t) be a C"-fnnction in Ui which takes I on U { and O on U i - U i  , where 
UiZDUi', Ui 'ZDUi.  Put
gj  =  g j + K g j - g j ) ;
and define <p^ by
<P^ =  g "  in Ui,
=  <P i nBi -^^-Ui ,
where g "  is the map defined by
XJ =  g j\ u , t) .
Then (p^  is regular on every 6*5 fl Applying the above process to C\ 
and Uz, we have <p^ such that (p^  is regular on and <p^ =  <p on
B ( U i ^ U z ) -  By repeating this process we have <p^ , <p^y , <p^  ; (p^  is regular 
on every O B and is equal to <p on F or an arbitrary > 0  we can
choose C, C^C^'" so that approximates (^, CO and hence from the fact 
that <p is regular 1-1 on every dBl^^ if C  is sufficiently smal it is
hold that (p^  is regular 1-1 on every This is shown as follows.
Suppose that for O there is a sequence (p\(p'\ which approximate
5^+V2,i, CO, (^, C'O, and are not regular 1-1 on some
Then there is a sequence 2^ , ----- such
that (p\ q>", ••• are not regular 1-1 on ••• , respectively. By iZm denote
the projection of dBa'^  ^ on dB^^  by radii of B^^ ,^ Then, in terms of the local 
coordinates Ui, '",Uky is written as u'i = ui,  / = I , - - - , Hence (p'ni, (p"n2 ,-"  
approximate (^, 05i+\CO? CO, ••• respectively and they are not regular
1-1 on dBa'^ ,^ On the other hand <p is regular 1-1 on and hence it follows
that is regular 1-1 on dB^ a^  ^ if C^ ”"^  is sufficiently small. W e write simply
(p instead of (p^ ,
c) Let [Ui),  {U'i] be two open coverings of B^ '^ 1^/2 ', we choose them so that 
UiZDUi, ^‘UidB^'^"\/^ and if Ui and Uk have common points then q> is 1-1 on
QBt'^'^r^iUi^Uk)^ Consider all sets Ui^Uk with Uir\Uk =  ^ , and arrange them in 
a sequence Wi, W2 , Take C so small that any approximation map (p' of (^,
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C) is regular and 1-1 on each r \ ( U i ^ U k )  for which Let
u , t  and u \ t  be coordinates in Ui and in Uk respectively, and let Xi--Xn be
coordinates in a neighborhood containing (p(Ui^Uk)- Then r\Ui) and 
(p(dBi'^^r\Uk) are written as
Xj =  f j (u,  0 ,  Xj = gj(u ', t)
respectively. Consider the equations
( 9 )  f j i Uyt^^^gj i u ' j ) ,  y = l ,  ---,W.
Since ;?> 2 ^  + l, it follows that the number of the equations is greater than that 
of the unknowns. Hence, for ja given 0 < C "< C  there are C"-functions f ^ g j  
such that / j  approximates (/y ,l^ i,C O  and g]  approximates and
f r ( u , t ) = g ' j ( u \ t )  have no solution. Let be a C -function  which takes I
on Ui  and O on Ui—Ui\ where U i I D U UiZDUi.  Let X\u\t) be a C~-function 
which takes I on Uk and O on Uk—Ui'y where Uk^DUk'y Ui^ZDUi- Suppose 
W ,= Ui ^Uk,  and put
Wi =  U l ^ U i ,
/ y  = f j + K f ' j - f j ) ,  
g y  =  g j + ^ x g j - g j ) .
Define cp^  by
= r  in t /.- ,
=  g "  in Uk ,
^cp in Bi-^^-U^-Uk,
where f "  and g '  are the maps defined by xj=^fj(u, O and Xj = gj(u , t) respectively. 
Then (p^  is regular 1-1 on every dBs' '^^r^Wi and
(p^  ^  (f on W i .
Applying this process to W2 instead of <p, Wi, we have which is regular 
1-1 on every ( IFi ^  IFD and satisfies
(P‘^ =  (P m  B{-^^-Wi- W 2 ,
By repeating such process, we have an approximation (p'^  of (^, CO which
0
is regular 1-1 on every and =(p on 5*+V4,i- Since cp is regular
1-1 on every 05^+', and approximates (?>, cO, it follows that
45’' is regular 1-1 on every 0 ^ ^ ^ 1 .
Put =  where Kt is the projection of dB{^^ onto 05^+* by the
radii of the ball Then <j>f is the required deformation.
L e m m a 5. I f  7i:^(M")=0 ( 2 k + l < C « ) ,  then fo r  given disjoint regular spheres 
S% ( / / = 1 , ---,V) there is a diffeomorphical deformation o f Yl S^.  to the sum o f points
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Proof. In virtue of lemma 4, for every there is a diffeomorphical defor­
mation of S j to P^, Let S^= [u\u\+ ••• be the unit sphere in 
and let (pii be a diffeomorphism of onto S J . Let {t/,} be a sufficiently fine 
open coverings of S .^ If the equation
, U  ^ U i, u' e Uk
has a solution for some i and k, In therms of local coordinates x in M, the above 
equation is written as
. . . .  0  =  gj(u\  0 ,  j  =  I, ••• , n
 ^  ^ Ul =  Iu^ = 1 .
It follows from the hypothesis that the equations (10) have no solution when 
t (^ ^ 0 )  is sufficiently small. Since the number of these equations is greater 
than that of unknowns, by the similar way to (c) in the proof of lemma 4 we 
can modify so that =  0 if Put = x  6 Then
4>t is a desired diffeomorphical deformation.
By making use of lemma 3 we have immediately
Lemma 6. I f  (M^)=O (n^2k^-V), then arbitrary disjoint regular spheres 
S j( / i= l ,  ,t') in M  are contained in a regular cell in M,
Lemma 7. Suppose that TTi(M^)=O and that n '^ b . Then, fo r  a given regular 
cell U and disjoint arcs (^ = 1, ••• ,v) such that every is transversal to dU  and
V
da^czU, there is a regular cell containing U
Proo/ .  Put Yl U = Y l^ i, every /3,- being a connected component of S  — U,
Take a point P  in U, and connect the two points d^i by a certain regular arc Ti
such that TiCZ U, P^Ti^ We can take Ti so that &i"^Ti is a regular circle in M
and (Pi^Ti) i&k^Tk) = P  if i^ k ,  Moreover we see that for a given neighborhood
W of ^Ti there is a transformation a in M  such that a U czW  and <7 S  Wi'^Ti) =
i
S  Hence if there is a cell U' which contains S  then we have
<^(S = aiYl ^  C/) Cl S  W d U '
t t i
and hence
U d a - ^ U '
The existence of the cell containing S  W i^ Ti) is shown as follows. Accord=
t
ing to lemma 6, every ^i^Ti is in a regular cell. Hence there is a regular disk 
D such as dD=^i^Ti- Since n ^ 5 ,  it is easy to see that Di has no self-intersection  
and that Di Dk = P ( i ^ k )  if SD,- is in a general position. Then for a given
I
cell U' containing P  there is a transformation r such that r Y l D i d U ', Hence
t
YlDdT~'^U' and it follows that 2  (3i^Ti)cZT~'^U', Thus the lemma is proved.
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Lemma 8. I f  dim and i f  c<7^2, then Vc is contained in a regular cell.
Proof. Consider L]ico)^Vc^, Then, since Vc^  is in a regular cell,
it follows from lemma 6 that Y!iL {cq) ^ V c^  is in a regular cell. Hence by lemma I 
we get the required result.
Lemma 9. Suppose that /2 = 2 ^ + ! and that TTyfe(M^ )=O. Then fo r  given disjoint 
regular spheres ( ^ = 1 , ---,^) there is a deformation <j>t o f  to the sum o f
points YlPii such that
1) S has no self-intersection i f  t ^ t i  (/ =  I,
2) fo r  every ti, has only one self-intersection point.
P r o o f . This is proved in the same way as in the proof of lemmas 4 and 5. 
Clearly (a) and (b) hold in this case. Now the equations (9) and (10) in (c) 
becomes
f j ( u , t ) = - g j ( u \ t ) ,  i =  I, •••,2  ^+ 1 
U =  (ui,  ••• ,Uk), u' =  (u, ••• , u)  .
Since in (11) the number of the equations is equal to that of the unknowns, it 
follows that for a given C > 0  there are approximations / j  and g'j of ( / / ,  T7i, C) 
and {gj ,  Wi,  C) such that the number of the solutions of the equations /j(^» t) =  
g(u', O are finite in Now the same way as in (c) proves the required result.
Lemma 10. I f  n =  2 k ^ l, TTj(Af )^=O and tt^(M ^)=0, then arbitrary disjoint 
regular spheres (/^=1, •••, v) in M  are contained in a regular cell.
Proof. According to lemma 8, there is a deformation <j)t of to S  P/x
such that is regular except for j^ = i^ , •••, if/, and has only one
self-intersection point P i. Hence, in virtue of lemma I, in order to prove lemma 9
it is sufficient to verify that if 2  S is contained in a regular cell for every
 ^ / 
t< iti, then is also contained in a regular cell. Choose local coordinates
X such that a; (P^)=O in a neighborhood of P. Then we may consider that in 
this neighborhood S  is the sum of the following two ^-planes:
Xj =  U j i t - t d  +S V>iXp,
(12)
Xj = C j i t - t i ) \ ^ d ] x p ,P==I
where j^ k^ -1 , ,n  and the determinant of the m atrix of the coefficients in the 
equations
S  m -d ^ ^ xp  = ( c j - a j ) C t - t dP^ i
j  =  I, 2, -  , n
is not 0. Choose coordinates axis so that yi, -">yk are on the plane
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k k 
Xi=Ylb^Xp Cj =k + ly , n )  and :v^+i, •••, are on the plane xj =  J2djXp ( j = k  + l,P=^i P=I
•" , n) ,  Then (12) becomes
, yk^i =  ••• =  y2k =  ^ , 
yn = c { t - t d  , 3^1 =  ••• =  =  O .
Suppose that \a\<C\c\, and consider a segment defined by =  0 ( i  =  l, 1)
and \yn\<C^\c\, By lemma 7 there is a regular cell U containing and
the segment. Therefore if C > 0  is sufficiently small the set W of point y for 
which y l^  ••• + y ^ -i^ C  and \yn\S^\c\ is contained in U. Now take a function 
such that
0 ( r )  =  — + c for
=  O for r  ^  C
O ^ 0 ( r )  ^  (or O^(PCr) —a + c') ,
Consider the set of varieties N, which coincides with S
in M - W  and is the sum of two submanifolds
=  aC t-td  + Ct-ti'JipCyl-^- +yl-D  , 
yk^i = ••• =  y2k =  0
and
yn =  c ( t - t d  , =  ••• =  =  O 
in W, Obviously every Nt has only one self-intersection point j = 0 ,  and in the 
neighborhood TF'= { J i  I j ! + I j wK^kl }  we have Ntr\W '=  r\W\ 
Hence by the same way as in the proof of lemma 3, we see that there is a trans­
formation T such as TNt^-B=Nf.,  On the other hand, since ^ t i ^ S ^ = N f .  and
we have S  S Jcz rt/.
6. Poincar^ conjecture for M.
L em m a 11. For given circles Ui, ^^  ( / =1,  2, ••• ,^ ) on dB\ which do not intersect 
each others, there is a transformation t  on such that =  TdBf =  OBi and
T^identity on
Proo/ .  Obviously there is a deformation of S  cXi to I ]  /3/ such as (j>t S  
I, Hence by the same way as in the proof of lemma 5, we can modify
so that is a diffeomorphical deformation of 2  to and
t
To prove the lemma it is sufficient to show that there is a transformation t  such 
that T(J)i,Ylai=^al2o^i where a , h ^ I  aud 6 - a > 0  is sufficiently small. Choose a 
covering [Wk) of in 5i-s,i-i-8 and coordinates x  ^ so that Wk=
{x^\\x^\<^2}. Suppose that Yl and dB i are written in Wk as ^aYl =  
{x^\x2=xz=xi=x5=0} and OBi= {x^\x5 =  0] respectively. Then is written
in Wi as
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x] =  P M , b ) ,  i  =  2 , 3 , 4 ,
4  =  0 ,
f } { x ,  b - ) a) .
Put
yj =  x} for j  =  I, 5,
=  x]+f](x\,b')(pix^'), f o r /  =  2, 3, 4,
where (pix^) is a C“ -function which takes O on Wi and I on PF{= {%M U ' K l } -  
Then it induces a C~-transformation in when b—a ^ O  is sufficiently small.
Denoting it by we see that i^ =  identity of Bi _sn- s— and S  ZI
’ I t
on W [. W e suppose that {Wu)  is an open covering of where Wi  =
{x^\ I I ^  1}. Similarly to the proof in lemma 3, repeating of the above process 
for W2 , W 2, TF 3 , •••, yield the required transformation.
T h e o r e m  3. I f  we have =TTz(M )^ = O fo r a compact O-manifold M, then
M  is homeomorphic with a sphere 5  ^
Proof, Since any C"'-manifold ( r ^ l )  is C"'-homeomorphic with a analytic 
manifold, we may assume that is C°^-manifold.
In virtue of lemma 2 we can choose a regular cell U such that VcClU  (^i <  
c<Zv2) and Y lL jic )  is transversal to dU, Then Yl L%c) r\^U is 1-dimensional 
submanifold, and it consists of finite regular circles which are denoted by 
(/^  =  1, •••, v). Hence J Z L j ( c ) - U  is the sum of 2-dimensional domains whose 
boundaries are circles
Let (Jt and Tt be maps of M  into itself such that
1) (Tt and Ti are ^^-transformations if ^ > 0 ,
2) Iim t^ =  (To and Iimr^ = To are regular 1-1 in M —U,
i~>0 t->0
3) Toffoaa=P^ and ToOoU=YlOPn, where Pu (/^=1, •••, v) are points o n d U  and 
O is a point in U,
Then the boundaries of every domain are mapped to points by To^ To. Hence 
’^ Q(yQ(YlL]~U') is the sum of spheres which are regular except for points YPi^-
3
We suppose that
4) ToOo ( YL- U)  is the sum of disjoint regular spheres.
For the moment we shall assume the existence of such maps ot and r^. 
Then it follows from lemma 9 that there is a regular cell W containing these 
spheres and point 0. Apply lemma 7 for W and Y  OP i^, Then we get a cell W'
containing T F'-'SO P^, and it follows
T-O^ roCS L5 ^  Fe) c :  r„<To(S L j - U)  ^  T,a,Ucz W '.
Hence if tc^O is sufficiently small we have
IA ^  'f".) C  W ',
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namely
i m ^ V c C l a T h j ^ W ',
Consequintly, according to theorem I, is a sphere.
Now we shall show the existence of such ot and
Let be a regular 1-1 map of the ball S f  into M  such as <pB\=U, W e can 
consider that w is a coordinate system in <pBl, and that U is a ball of radius I 
and center 0. From  now on, we put {u\\u\<Zr}, Ur^r'= {u\r^\u\^r' \.
Take distinct points P^ i ( / / = 1 , on dU  and coordinates in cpBi such 
as TtiUy where is an element of rotation group in such as ^(0, 0, 0, 0, I) 
= Tij.*u (Pfi) where ^(0, 0, 0, 0, I) and ^u(Pfi) are transposed vectors of (0, 0, 0, 0, I)  
and U (Pfi) respectively. Put
^^(C) =  {u^;\u^^\/\u^\<2C,  1 =  I , 2 , 3 , 4 } .
If C > 0  is sufficiently small we have
A^iO =O
By lemma 10 we may suppose C Z (C/2).  Furtherm ore if <5(^>0) is suffici­
ently small we have
Xj r\ Cl S  AfL ^  •
Take a C °"-function (psCy) of one variable auch thrt
(psCy) =  1 for
=  d f o v O ^ y ^ l —d,
and define a C°°-map as of U into itself by
(^ 8U =  (p8(\u\)u .
Clearly as is a C'^-transformation in U for ^ > 0 .  Furtherm ore, take three - 
functions / ( j ) ,  g( y)  and h(y)  satisfying following conditions:
' I i f O < ^ < l ,
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f ( y - )  =  -j log:);
O
I H y ^  1 + e ,
irCj-)= { ' ■ ^ ^ 0 ,
U  i i y ^ l + 2 s ,  d y
C I if y JT,
 ^ O if y ' ^Z/ 2- C,  dy
where e is a sufficiently small positive number. For simplicity, we write u instead 
of U^ , Now we use u^,u2 ,u^,u^,  \u\ as coordinates in U—0, Consider a -map 
(u'i), t '^ 0 , of Afi into itself Refined by
Wt=^  { f i \ u \ - l  + t-)-V)gi\u\')h{'hu/\u?')Ui + U i ,  0  =  1 , 2 , 3 , 4 )
(13)
\u'\ =  \u\ .
Obviously if / > 0  is sufHciently small then tt is C“-transformations. If S wf /  
|^^|2<C and |^^|<l + £, (13) is written as
=  l u - . v  O' = I, 2, 3, 4 ) .( 1 4 ) log Clwl- 1  + 0
By lemma 11 we may assume that is written as +  =  ^ s = ^ 4 = 0 ,  \ u \ = l .  
Then is represented as
==  ( . \ u \ - l ) f ^ ( U u U 2 ,  \ u \ )  ,
W4 =  { \ u \ - V ) f ^ { u u  U2 , U D  ,
where u \ ^ u \  =  Q' ^ and / 3 , / 4  are C°^-functions with respect to U i , U 2 ,  \ u \ .  From  
Ui + U2 =  C  and (14) we have
(16) \ u \ - l  + t  = exp ( -C /i /^ T f + ^ )  .
Hence Tod] ^i^) is represented as
u'k =  i/u^l + u'l/C exp C-C/ 1/ U^ l +
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'XfkCCui/i/u'l + u'h ^^2/1/u'l^u'h 1 + exp ( —C/i/w^ i + z^ 'i))
(^ 3, 4 ) .
Hence u i , u i  and are C°^-functions of and ^2 - Thus To(YlLj Cc)-U)  is the 
sum of regular spheres Si  which do not intersect each other. Hence ot and Tt 
satisfy ( I ) ,  (2 ), (3) and (4). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
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